CNS Sustainability Statement
Control Network Solution’s founders are all from the “Baby Boomer” generation borne
of a generation of parent s who very clearly understood the value of money by just
how hard it was to earn. This meant that we Baby Boomers grew up with vegetables
grown in the garden or allotment, not spending money we didn’t have, treating things
we did buy with great care and repairing broken things rather than throw them away.
We thus grew up with a sustainability attitude borne more of shortage of money rather
than striving to treat our planet more carefully.
So the CNS founders have always acted in this same way because it was cost efficient
and minimised waste.
Simple examples of how CNS has always followed a sustainable path are as follows;
If no one is in the room turn off the light s, just what our parents would have said
If it doesn’t need to be on, turn off equipment, subject to operational issues
Re-use packaging materials, saves money and maximises usage of precious materials
and the energy used to make them
Re – cycle materials such as paper, cardboard, tin cans, bottles etc.
Dispose of any problematic waste properly at the local Waste Management facility
Open windows for cool refreshing air as opposed to turning on air cooling systems
CNS does not own any company vehicles, choosing to use Public transport where
possible, renting low emission vehicles when absolutely necessary.
So as you can see no expensive systems, just simple common sense that everyone
at CNS buys into to do our bit to help keep this beautiful planet, beautiful for future
generations.
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